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These novel units are
something I created and

started using in my classroom.  I  
had students with significant

challenges and most were non-
readers .They were the best

thing I ever did, and my
students LOVED them.



This novel unit has 17  
different activities.  These

activities are NOT
comprehension-based.  So,

even if your students do
not pay attention, they
can still complete the

activity.



For example, Ms. Mac sends
the class a postcard.

In this activity, students will
practice reading information
on a postcard.



Suggestions on how I found this
activity worked best in my
classroom are provided.  I
typically had 6-8 students with
one adult assistant in the room
with me.  



This entire novel unit
comes in 2 separate files.
One is completely in color
and one is completely in

black and white.



This unit comes with a
vocabulary board.  

Vocabulary boards are great
for ALL students to assist with
participation and engagement

in group discussions.

Tips on how to use in the unit!!



There are circle maps in
this unit. 
 
Circle maps are a great
way for students to see
the big idea.



Each circle map comes with 2
choices:

An errorless option with only
correct answers

An option that has wrong
answers mixed in students
will need to set aside.



There are sorting activities.  

Directions on how to add
differentiation are included.



There are matching activities.  
Directions on how to add
differentiation are included.



There are writing prompts.

Students can choose from the
pictures (making this an
errorless activity) or write in
their own answers.



Because there are so many
activities, you can choose the ones
that fit your students the best.



This unit does come with
comprehension questions. 

There are 5 questions for every
chapter. Each question has 3
picture choices.  They are in color
and black and white.

    Answer key included!!


